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’ INTRODUCTION

Beta-amyloids (Aβ) are a group of peptides (36�45 residues)
produced by the β- and γ-secretase-dependent cleavage of
amyloid precursor protein.1 The amyloidic senile plaques, which
are rich in amyloidal fibrils formed by Aβ peptides, constitute one
of the pathological hallmarks and a popular drug target for
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), a neurodegenerative disease character-
ized by dementia and other irreversible neural disorders through
the progressive lesion of multiple brain regions.2,3 In addition,
Down’s syndrome, a genetic disease leading to intellectual dis-
ability and physical growth impairment, is also linked to toxic Aβ
species.4 In vitro Aβ peptides self-assemble into a variety of
amyloidal aggregates such as oligomers, transmembrane pores,
protofibrils, and mature fibrils with distinct morphologies.
Given the importance of Aβ amyloid species in AD, the

structural characterization of these aggregates has attracted the
attention of many researchers.5�17 Previous structural studies
based on solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) and
electron microscopy (EM) have identified diverse morphologies
and structures of Aβ fibrils. For example, by combining SSNMR
and EM, different symmetric organization of protofilaments has
been found in Aβ40 fibrils within distinct morphologies (“twisted
pairs” and “striated ribbons”).18,19 Recent cryo-EM studies found
very complex polymorphism of Aβ40 fibrils characterized by
various size, cross section, and width modulation,9,20 many of
which seem very different from those of fibrils studied by
SSNMR.21 Collectively, these results point to a complex picture
of polymorphism of Aβ fibrils. Indeed, polymorphism is a general
phenomenon which has been observed on various amyloids.22�24

The polymorphism/structure diversity of Aβ fibrils widely

observed in vitro and in vivo could complicate their pathological
effects.6,25�27 Therefore, for a comprehensive understanding of
the molecular basis of AD, detailed structural investigations are
needed on Aβ fibrils with different morphologies and formed
under a variety of conditions. In the past decade, SSNMR has
achieved encouraging progress in providing site-specific structural
and functional information on biomacromolecules28 in different
forms,29�34 and in particular in amyloidic aggregates.35�42 Studies
of Aβ assemblies by SSNMR are usually complicated by poly-
morphism, and even by the concomitant structural disorder that
may exist in certain aggregates. In addition, SSNMR spectra of Aβ
aggregates often show relatively large linewidths (1.5�2.5 ppm)43

that could also originate in part from the structural heterogeneity
of the samples. This limitation has been overcome by taking
advantage of programmed isotopic labeling schemes, which how-
ever hamper full structural analysis by SSNMR.6,7,14,18,19,26,44�49

In this work, we pursue comprehensive and site-specific
structural investigation of mature, uniformly [13C,15N]-enriched
Aβ40 (with one exogenous N-terminal methionine residue,
Met0) fibrils through SSNMR. Aβ40 was selected for this study
because it is one of the main Aβ species in brain interstitial fluid
and senile plaques,50�52 and the available structural and func-
tional data on this system can ensure comparative data inter-
pretation. The high quality of the SSNMR spectra obtained in
this work indicates high molecular homogeneity of the fibrils.
This permits a more complete characterization of the Aβ40
folding in this fibrillar form. A novel structural model of Aβ40
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ABSTRACT: The amyloid fibrils of beta-amyloid (Aβ) pep-
tides play important roles in the pathology of Alzheimer’s
disease. Comprehensive solid-state NMR (SSNMR) structural
studies on uniformly isotope-labeled Aβ assemblies have been
hampered for a long time by sample heterogeneity and low
spectral resolution. In this work, SSNMR studies on well-
ordered fibril samples of Aβ40 with an additional N-terminal
methionine provide high-resolution spectra which lead to an
accurate structural model. The fibrils studied here carry distinct
structural features compared to previous reports. The inter-β-
strand contacts within the U-shaped β-strand-turn-β-strand motif are shifted, the N-terminal region adopts a β-conformation, and
new inter-monomer contacts occur at the protofilament interface. The revealed structural diversity in Aβ fibrils points to a complex
picture of Aβ fibrillation.
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fibrils bearing several unique structural features is proposed.
Comparative analysis of the results from the current work and
previous reports makes it possible to obtain insights into the
molecular basis of distinct types of structural diversity in Aβ
fibrils. This work offers new clues toward uncovering biophysical,
pathological, and biomedical issues related to Aβ.

’MATERIALS AND METHODS

Expression, Purification, and Fibrillation of Aβ40 Peptide.
The complementary DNA of Aβ40 was cloned in the pET3a vector using
the NdeI and BamHI restriction enzymes. The peptide was expressed in
the BL21 (DE3)pLys Escherichia coli strain. The expressed peptide
contains Met0 due to the translation of start codon. The cells trans-
formed with the Aβ40 expression plasmid were grown in rich medium at
39 �C until OD600 reached 1.0. The cells were then centrifuged and
resuspended inM9minimalmedium enrichedwith (15NH4)2SO4 (1 g/L)
and [U-13C]glucose (3 g/L). Peptide expression was induced with
1.2 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside, and cells were harvested
after 3 h incubation at 39 �C. The peptide was purified as reported53�55

with somemodifications. The inclusion bodies were first solubilized with
8 M urea and then purified by ion exchange chromatography. The Aβ40
fraction was eluted with 125 mMNaCl. Guanidinium chloride was then
added to the solution to reach the final concentration of 6 M. The
peptide was concentrated, and the monomeric Aβ40 fraction was
isolated by size exclusion chromatography in 50 mM ammonium acetate
(pH 8.5). The final yield was about 10�15 mg/L.

For the SSNMR studies, 100 μMAβ40 in 50 mM ammonium acetate
(pH 8.5) was incubated at 37 �C under shaking (950 rpm) for 4 weeks.
Fibrils were collected by ultracentrifugation at 60 000 rpm (∼2.65� 105g)
and 4 �C for 24 h. The pellet was washed with fresh, cold ultrapure
water (Millipore) three times (1 mL each time), and then ∼10 mg of
wet material was packed into a 3.2 mm ZrO2 magic angle spinning
(MAS) rotor at 4 �C. The fibril samples were kept fully hydrated
during all steps.

For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) tests, a suspension of
Aβ40 fibrils was dropped and dried on a Cu grid covered by carbon film.
The fibrils were then stained in freshly prepared aqueous uranyl acetate
solution for 20 min. After that, the grid was rinsed gently using ultrapure
water for 1 min and dried again. Bright-field TEM images were collected
on a Philips CM12 microscope operating at 80 kV.
SSNMR Experiments. 13C�13C 2D dipolar-assisted rotational

resonance (DARR, with <100 ms mixing time),56,57 15N�13C 2D
proton-assisted insensitive nuclei cross-polarization (PAIN-CP),58,59

NCA, NCO, NCACX (3D), NCOCX (3D), and CANCO (3D) experi-
ments were performed on a Bruker Avance III 850 MHz wide-bore
spectrometer (20.0 T, 213.7 MHz 13C Larmor frequency) equipped with
a 3.2 mm DVT MAS probe head in triple-resonance mode. The MAS
frequency (ωr/2π) was 14.0 kHz ((2 Hz) during most of these
experiments, except in the PAIN-CP experiment, for which a MAS
frequency of 19.0 ((3 Hz) was used. During the 2D 13C�13C DARR
mixing time, a radio frequency (RF) pulse of constant strength equal to
ωr/2π was applied on the 1H channel. The NCA, NCO, NCACX,
NCOCX, and CANCO experiments were carried out using the standard
pulse sequences as reported in the literature.60�63 The 1H heteronuclear
decoupling was turned off during the 15N�13C0 cross-polarization follow-
ing a recently publishedmethod.64 PAIN-CP was performed by irradiating
the sample with constant RF strengths around 2.5ωr/2π on all 1H, 13C,
and 15N channels for 10 ms. The 13C carrier frequency was set to 40
ppm during PAIN-CP. The RF strength and the contact time of PAIN-CP
were carefully optimized, aiming at maximizing the signal intensity in the
13C chemical shift range of 0�40 ppm. 2D 13C�13C proton-driven spin
diffusion (PDSD)65/DARR correlation spectra withmixing times >100ms
were recorded on a Bruker Avance 700 MHz wide-bore instrument

(16.4 T, 176.0 MHz 13C Larmor frequency) equipped with a 3.2 mm
DVT probe head in the double-resonance mode. For these experiments,
the MAS frequency was stabilized at 11.5 kHz ((2 Hz). During the
experiments carried out using the 3.2 mm probe heads, the sample was
cooled by a dry, cold air flow (>1470 L/h) generated by a BCUunit (BCU-
Xtreme or BCU-05), and the effective sample temperature during the
experiments was estimated to be ∼10 �C.

The spin-state-selection (S3E) NCO experiment66 and proton-
assisted recoupling (PAR)67,68 were performed on a Bruker Avance III
850 MHz wide-bore spectrometer equipped with a 1.3 mm DVT probe
head in the triple-resonance mode. During these experiments, the
sample was spun at 50.0 kHz ((5 Hz) and kept at ∼20 �C by a strong
air flow (1735 L/h) generated by a BCU-Xtreme unit. 15N�13C0 double
CP (2.8 ms) in the S3E NCO experiment was performed by applying a
15N RF pulse about 26 kHz and a tangential amplitude modulation 13C
RF pulse at 29.3 kHz. The length of the Q3 Gaussian-shaped pulse
cascades used in the S3E scheme was set to 750 μs. The PAR mixing was
performed by applying a 13C RF pulse at 58.3 kHz (1.17ωr/2π) and a

1H
RF pulse at 10.6 kHz (0.21 ωr/2π) for 10 or 15 ms. The 90� 1H and 13C
pulses used for calculating these RF strength in the PAR mixing were
obtained consistently through direct measurements and back calculation
from several optimized double-quantum CP conditions at 50 kHz MAS.
The RF strengths used in PAR mixing were optimized through maximiz-
ing the intensity of signals in 1D mode (evolution time was set to zero).
A low-power TPPM decoupling at 20.0 kHz (0.40ωr/2π) was applied
during the evolution and the acquisition time in the experiments
performed at 50 kHz MAS.

More details on the parameters used for the SSNMR experiments are
reported in the Supporting Information.
SSNMRData Analysis and Structural Modeling. The sequen-

tial assignment and the analysis of DARR, PDSD, PAR, and PAIN
spectra was conducted using the CARA program69 and the SPARKY
program,70 respectively. We found that the previously published
assignments on Aβ fibrils6,7,14,19,44,48 as well as the spectral patterns
generated from them could not be directly used as references for
assigning the present spectra, which is obviously due to structural
differences. The sequential assignment started from the identification
of consecutive residues Ile31 and Ile32, the side-chain signals of which
could be easily distinguished. From Ile31 the assignment was extended
using the following protocol. First, the spin system of a certain residue (i)
was identified on the NCACX spectrum (N(i)�Cα(i)�CX(i)). Then
the sequential link between the current (i) residue and the previous
(i� 1) residue was searched for in the CANCO spectrum (Cα(i)�
N(i)�C0(i� 1)). After that the spin system of residue (i� 1) was
identified in the NCOCX spectrum (N(i)�C0(i� 1)�CX(i� 1)) and
in the NCACX spectrum (N(i� 1)�Cα(i� 1)�CX(i� 1)). These
steps were repeated in a sequential fashion. The extension of the assign-
ment from Ile32 to the C-terminus was done in a similar way. Some other
unique sites, e.g., Arg5 (the only Arg in the sequence) and the Gly37-
Gly38 pair (the only Gly-Gly pair in the sequence), could be identified
independently and were used to verify the assignment. The 13C and 15N
chemical shifts were indirectly referenced to trimethylsilyl propionate
(TSP) and liquid NH3, respectively. The secondary chemical shifts (Δδ)
were calculated following the definition in ref 71. The secondary structural
probability was calculated by the TALOS+ program.72

For model building, the β1 and β2 strands were based on the
secondary structure predicted by the TALOS+ program. Since the
parallel registry of the β1 and β2 strands is the only one consistent
with the present spectra (see Results section), we then duplicated the β1
and β2 strands along the direction of the backbone N�H and CdO
bonds using a typical interstrand distance of 4.7 Å, to construct β-sheets.
These β-sheets could contain an arbitrary number of strands. In practice,
β1- and β2-sheets containing six β-strands each were used. The β1- and
β2-sheets constructed as described above were then docked to one
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another by the HADDOCK program73,74 using the experimental long-
range β1�β2 restraints. HADDOCK calculations were performed on
the WeNMR GRID (http://www.wenmr.eu/) through the HAD-
DOCK webserver Expert interface.75 All observed long-range contacts
as well as the subset of contacts used as restraints for HADDOCK
calculations (unambiguous contacts obtained using relatively short
mixing times) are listed in Table S2. The lower distance cutoff in the
HADDOCK calculations was set to 3.0 Å, and the upper distance cutoff
was set to 6.0 Å for the short mixing contacts (100�200ms) and to 8.0 Å
(g400 ms) for the long mixing contacts. The charges on the N- and
C-termini of the β1-strands and on the N-termini of the β2-strands were
not included in the calculations in order to prevent electrostatic
interactions, which do not exist when the two β-strands are linked by
a turn region. The histidine protonation states were automatically
determined by the WHATIF program which is embedded in the
HADDOCK server on the WeNMR GRID. The number of structures
for rigid body docking was set to 1000. Semi-flexible refinement was
enabled on both β1- and β2-sheets.

The turn regions in previously reported amyloid structural models are
usually not well determined. In the present work, the turn was generated
by the CYANA program.76 During CYANA calculations, the β1- and β2-
strands were fixed using both distance and dihedral angle restraints with
high weights, and the conformation of the turn region was generated
randomly by the program. Finally, the turn structure was selected from
the resulted pool containing 200 structures by eliminating the ones
taking α-like conformations or causing intermolecular collapse.

Similar to the above procedure, the inter-protofilament structural
model was calculated by docking two β2-sheets (from two protofila-
ments of the β1-turn-β2 motif which were modeled as described above)
through the HADDOCK WeNMR GRID webserver. The Guru inter-
face was used for job submission so that noncrystallographic symmetry
restraints between the two β2-sheets can be defined in the calculation.
All observed intermolecular long-range contacts and those used as
restraints for HADDOCK calculations of β2�β2 packing are listed in
Table S3. All the restraints were duplicated symmetrically between the
two β2-sheets using the same protocol as that used for structural
calculations of symmetric dimers. The lower and upper distance cutoffs
in the HADDOCK calculation were set to 3.0 and 6.0 Å and to 3.0 and
8.0 Å for short (e200 ms) and long (400 ms) mixing restraints,
respectively. Semi-flexible refinement was enabled on both β2-sheets.

Since no unambiguous restraints correlating the N-terminal β-strand
(βN) to the rest of the peptide have been found, theβN sheetwas positioned
in several plausible, manually selected orientations. TheN-terminal part was
also generated and attached to the β-strand-turn-β-strand motif in a similar
way. Figure 5 was generated using PyMol software.77

’RESULTS

EM Characterization, High-Resolution SSNMR Spectra,
and Sequential Assignment. Recently, several optimized pro-
tocols for Aβ sample preparation have been published.53�55 In
this work we took advantage of these new protocols to prepare
uniformly [13C,15N]-labeled Aβ40 (with Met0) fibril samples of
high molecular homogeneity. The TEM images (Figure 1) reveal
that the final product mainly contains bundles of long (>1 μm)
fibrillar material (Figure 1a). The samples containmainly striated
bundles composed by laterally associated filaments (Figure 1b,c).
The morphology of “twisted pairs”, which were observed in the
Aβ40 fibrils prepared under quiescent conditions,19 is not ob-
served in our samples. Moreover, compared with the “striated
ribbons” which occur in Aβ40 fibrils obtained from gentle
agitation,18 the bundles in our sample (prepared under intensive
agitation) seem to lack width modulation along the fibril axis. To

the best of our knowledge, such “flat” striated bundles of Aβ40
fibrils have not been observed in previous structural studies.21

The widths of the filaments within the bundles are roughly
estimated to be within the range of 3�5 nm (Figure 1d), which is
slightly lower than the width of “twisted pairs” (3�8 nm19) and
similar to those studied in ref 44 (4�6 nm), further suggesting
that structural differences could occur between the fibrils ob-
tained within the present work and some previous studies.
The SSNMR spectra display well-resolved peaks (Figure 2).

The resolved 13Cα signals are about 90�150 Hz at half-height,
which is sensibly smaller than those measured on the well-
ordered parts of other Aβ fibrils.6,19,44,45 By removing homo-
nuclear J-coupling (JCα-C0 in this case) by incorporating a S3E
scheme into the pulse sequence, the line width of some signals is
further reduced by ∼50 Hz. The narrow SSNMR signals are
indicators of the high local molecular order. Moreover, single sets
of signals are observed for most of the residues, suggesting that
the samples contain only one main species. In the NCA spectra
(Figure 1b), a weak signal with a 15N chemical shift of ∼108
ppm may suggest the presence of a minor species, while a small
splitting of the signal of Gly25 may suggest the presence of
local disorder in the turn region of the β-strand-turn-β-strand
arrangement discussed below. The quality of the spectra permits,
while operating at relatively highmagnetic field (16.4�20.0 T) as
used in this work, the 2D 13C�13C correlation maps to be well
resolved. It is worth noting that a polydispersed morphology of
fibrils (different fibril lengths and bundle widths) can still be
present, while the resolution of the SSNMR spectra is quite high.
This has also been noticed on prion fibrils.39

Figure 1. TEM images of Aβ40 fibrils. (a) Aβ40 samples mainly contain
mature fibrils. (b) Large bundles of fibrils have been observed. (c)
Bundles of fibrils show a striated pattern along the fibril axis. (d)
Enlargement of part of (c) permits an estimate of the width of the
single fibrils within the bundles of about 3�5 nm.
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A full sequential assignment can be achieved by the combined
analysis of the NCACX, NCOCX, and CANCO spectra (see
Materials and Methods for details). Due to the high conforma-
tional homogeneity and the high resolution of the spectra, finally
all residues but residue 1 and the preceding methionine could be
identified in the spectra (Table S1). The signals of Met0 and
Asp1 have not been observed, possibly due to local disorder at
these two sites, which may broaden the line widths or decrease
the intensity of the SSNMR signals. In summary, 39 13Cα, 39
13C0, and 38 backbone 15N have been assigned sequentially; 86
out of 114 side-chain 13C nuclei from all the 39 assigned residues
were also assigned unambiguously. This is, to the best of our
knowledge, the most complete assignment of SSNMR spectra of
Aβ amyloids to date. The chemical shifts of the assigned residues
differ significantly from all the previous reports,6,19,44,48 indicat-
ing structural differences between the present samples and those
studied elsewhere.
Shifted β-Strand-Turn-β-Strand Motif in Aβ40 Protofila-

ments. As shown in Figure 3a, most of the residues in the region
Glu11-Val40 display negative secondary chemical shifts (Δδ)
which are typical reporters of a β-conformation. Residue Gly25
exhibits a positive Δδ of Cα, suggesting a break of the β-strands
at and around this site. The TALOS+ program also predicts a
high probability of β-stranded conformation in the regions
Glu11-Asp23 and Ile31-Val40 (Figure 3c), in line with the
secondary chemical shifts. Residues Gly25 and Ser26 are pre-
dicted to have significantly reduced β-propensity. Taken to-
gether, both the Δδ values and the TALOS+ prediction indicate
a β-strand-turn-β-strand motif (Figure 3b) as found in other
Aβ40 fibrils.7,14,18,19,44 The first and second β-strands in this
motif are named β1 and β2. The β1-strand appears longer than
usual. Such a long β-strand has also been recently observed in the
PI3-SH3 system.78

The organization of the β-strand-turn-β-strand motif can be
investigated in detail. Signals correlating the side chains of Phe19
and Leu34/Val36 (Figure S1) were detected and assigned
unambiguously on the 13C�13C DARR/PDSD spectra with
100�400 ms mixing times (Figure S1, Table S2). A detailed
analysis of the DARR/PDSD spectra (mixing time 100�1500
ms) provided in total 13 unambiguous as well as 6 ambiguous
assignments (Figure S1, Table S2) of long-range contacts. When
the long-range unambiguous restraints are drawn on topology
models of the β1-turn-β2-motifs (Figure 4a�d), it is clear that all

these restraints are located in a region which is only consistent
with the U-shaped motif shown in Figure 4a. These findings are
not compatible with the recent SSNMR studies on Aβ fibrils
which show that the phenyl ring of Phe19 is inserted into the
space between Ile32 and Leu34 and the side chain of Gln15 is in
contact with Val36/Gly37 (Figure 4c).14,18,19 In the present
work, cross peaks between the side chains of Phe19 and Ile32
could not be observed, even using mixing times up to 1500 ms.
Moreover, many of the long-range contacts which occur uniquely
in other types of β-strand-turn-β-strand motif in Aβ fibrils
indentified by SSNMR previously (Figure 4b,c)7,14,44 could not
be found in our spectra. Therefore, the structural organization of
the U-shaped motif in Aβ40 fibrils studied here is distinct from all
the previousmodels.7,14,18,19,44 Previous SSNMR studies indicate
that the polymorphism of Aβ40 fibrils is due to different inter-
protofilaments interactions, in particular the symmetry charac-
terizing the lateral association of protofilaments.19 Since the β-
strand-turn-β-strand motifs are building block of mature fibrils,
the observed structural differences at the protofilament level
could also be important for the polymorphism of Aβ40 fibrils.
Several strategies combining advanced labeling schemes

(mixed or diluted sample) and tailored SSNMR methods have
been developed to distinguish parallel and antiparallel packing of
protein molecules in protofilaments.18,79,80 In the present study,
we have not found any of the cross-peaks that would support an
antiparallel packing of the β1 or β2 segments in various spectra
(PAIN, PAR, and PDSD/DARR) of uniformly labeled samples.
In particular, in the region of Cα�Cα (PAR and PDSD/DARR)
and N�Cα (PAIN), no cross peaks correlating the beginning
and ending parts of β1 or β2 segments can be assigned in an
unambiguous and consistent manner. Therefore, on the basis of
such systematic analysis, the β-strand-turn-β-strand motifs must
be organized in parallel cross-β sheets as always found in mature
fibrils of Aβ40.

14,18,19,44,49 Further evidence supporting the
parallel registry of Aβ molecules in the present fibrils can be
found in the light of inter-protofilament symmetry considera-
tions (see the next section).
New Inter-protofilament Interactions in Mature Aβ40

Fibrils. Intense signals correlating the Cε of Met35 and the
Cγ1 of Val39 were found in the DARR spectra with 200 ms
mixing time and in the PAR spectra with 10 ms mixing time
(Figure S2). These two nuclei are significantly distant from each
other (around 9�10 Å) within the β2-strand of a singlemolecule,

Figure 2. SSNMR spectra of uniformly [13C,15N]-labeled Aβ40 fibrils recorded at 14.0 kHz MAS at 20.0 T (850 MHz proton Larmor frequency).
(a) Aliphatic�carbonyl and aliphatic�aliphatic regions of the DARR spectra (30 ms mixing time). (b) NCA spectrum. (c) NCO spectrum.
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and therefore the detected cross peaks linking them in the PDSD
spectra must be due to intermolecular contacts. This is further
confirmed by several other SSNMR peaks correlating Met35
and the residues (Gly37 and Gly38) close to Val39 (Figure S2,
Table S3). These signals indicate that the side chain of Met35
points to the C-terminus of another molecule. Moreover, we
have also observed several other long-range contacts linking the
starting (Ile31, Ile32, Gly33) and the ending (Val39) parts of
the β2-strands. These latter restraints must also be due to inter-
molecular contacts and, together with the restraints between
Met35 and the ending part of the β2 strand, point to a β2-sheet
pair with two-fold rotational symmetry (or a so-called co-aligned
homozipper,40 Figure 4e). Such topology has already been pro-
posed to be present in Aβ40 fibrils in a previous work

18 and well
represents a possible inter-protofilament interface in the present
fibrils. Asmentioned above, only one single set of SSNMR signals
has been observed for most of the residues. As demonstrated in
ref 40, within all kinds of protofilament dimers, such an NMR
spectral pattern can only occur in the co-aligned homozipper case
with a parallel in-registry arrangement of the protofilaments.

Therefore, the current observations indeed match the above-
mentioned organization of protofilaments as well as the parallel
stacking of U-shaped motifs. In other structural models of Aβ40
fibrils, the side chain of Met35 is found to be spatially close to the
starting part of β2 (Ile31 of another molecule in dimeric fibrils,
Figure 4g)18,81 or the middle of β2 (Met35 of another molecule in
trimeric fibrils, Figure 4h).19 Thus, also the structure of the inter-
protofilament interface found here is different from the previous
reports. It has been demonstrated by previous SSNMR studies
that two different morphologies (“striated ribbons” and “twisted
pairs”) of Aβ40 fibrils are directly correlated with the distinct inter-
protofilament organizations (Figure 4g,h).18,19 The Aβ40 fibrils
(“striated bundles”) observed in the present study also show a
striated pattern along the fibril axis similar to those observed
in the “striated ribbons”. This similarity could be linked with
the fact that the quaternary structures of the Aβ40 fibrils of
“striated ribbons” and “striated bundles” share the same two-
fold rotational symmetry (Figure 4e,g) in the inter-protofila-
ment organization.
In summary, the U-shaped motif and the protofilament inter-

face share the common structural element β2. It appears that
contacts on the two faces of β2 (β1�β2 contacts in the U-shaped
motif and intermolecular β2�β2 contacts on the protofilament
interface, Figure 4) are both different from previous reports.
Indeed, it was observed that a number of β-stranded amyloid
peptide fragments (including one AβC-terminal segment), while
packed in microcrystals, also experience different inter-β-strand
side-chain contacts on the two faces passing from one crystal-
lographic morphology to another.8,11 It is reasonable to suggest
that the structures of the β-strand-turn-β-strand motif and the
interprotofilament interface in Aβ40 fibrils are linked to one
another. The shift of the β1�β2 zipper in the U-shaped motif
with respect to previous reports is accompanied by a structural
adjustment of the initial segment of β2 around Ile31. The
C-terminal region of another peptide molecule could therefore
becomemore adaptive to the intermolecular pairing with the side
chain of Met35. This picture is further supported by the observa-
tion that in Aβ42 fibrils the side chain of Met35 also interacts with
the C-terminus region of the other molecules,14 which is more
extended than that in Aβ40.
The N-Terminal Region of Aβ40 Fibrils Can Be Structured.

The Δδ values of the N-terminal residues, in particular Phe4-
Asp7, are significantly and consecutively negative (Figure 3a). As
mentioned above, these are indicators of a β-stranded conforma-
tion. The TALOS+ prediction also points to a high β-probability
on this segment (Figure 3c). Moreover, the overall intensities of
the DARR and NCA/NCO signals attributed to the N-terminal
residues are close to those of the residues in other well structured
parts (β1 and β2). Hence the N-terminal part of the peptide in
the present fibrils should not experience extensive dynamic
disorder, which is expected to diminish the SSNMR signal
intensity by averaging out dipolar couplings. On the other hand,
static disorder also does not appear to occur in this region, since
no obvious broadening and/or multiplication of the SSNMR
signals are observed. Therefore, all the present SSNMR data
agree with a structured N-terminal region with β-conformation
(βN in Figure 3b) in Aβ40 fibrils, whichmay be also involved in an
extended β-sheet. Despite the present Aβ40 construct containing
an exogenous N-terminal methionine residue, which might
enhance the β-propensity of the N-terminal part, it is possible
that an ordered N-terminal region can be present in wild-type
(WT) Aβ40 fibrils as well, since a number of studies show that the

Figure 3. Secondary structural analysis of Aβ40 fibrils. The residue-
specific secondary chemical shifts (Δδ) (a) and theTALOS+predictedβ-
probabilities (c) point to the secondary structure elements shown in (b).
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Figure 4. Different β-strand zippers in various SSNMR-derived structural models of Aβ fibrils. The topologies of the β1-turn-β2 motif identified in the
present work (a) and in other previously studied Aβ40 fibrils (b,c)

18,19,44 and Aβ42 fibrils (d)
14 are shown in the left column. The dashed/dotted lines

represent unambiguous/ambiguous experimental restraints used to derive the corresponding topology. In the schematic description of distinct
structures of the U-shaped motif, the hydrophobic, acidic/basic, and other types of residues are shown in white, black, and gray, respectively. The
topologies of the interprotofilament interface (β2�β2 zippers) in Aβ40 fibrils determined in the present work (e) and proposed previous studies
(f�h)18,19,44 are shown in the right column. The dashed lines represent unambiguous experimental restraints used to derive the corresponding topology.
The filled black circles represent the Cε of the Met35 residue. Other residues included in SSNMR-observed structural restraints for linking the two
β2-strands are shown as hollow circles.
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present construct hasmonomer conformation, aggregation kinetics,
fibril morphology, and pathological behaviors similar to those of
the WT Aβ40.

53,82,83

Our TALOS+ analysis also shows a slight decrease in the β-
propensity of the residues Ser8, Gly9, and Tyr10, suggesting that
the conformation of these residues may deviate from the typical
β-conformation. It is therefore possible that the βN-strand and
the β1-strand in the U-shaped motif are separated by a short kink
(Figure 3b).
Folded N-terminal regions have already been proposed by

several recent studies on Aβ fibrils. For example, H/D exchange
experiments on certain types of Aβ40 fibrils show a considerably
low level of solvent exposure in this region, suggesting the presence
of a structured N-terminal segment embedded in well-ordered
assemblies.84 In addition, theN-terminal region in recentmolecular
dynamics (MD) structural models of full-length Aβ42 fibrils,

16,85

which are in line with cryo-EM results,12 also shows a tendency to a
β-conformation. On the other hand, another type of structure—a
disordered conformation—was also found on the N-terminal part
in some other Aβ fibrils by previous studies based on SSNMR or
cryo-EM.9,18,19,86 Such differences in the structure of the N-term-
inal regions could be due to the variation of sample preparation
conditions, including multiple factors such as the source of Aβ
peptides (e.g., synthetic vs recombinant), the purity of samples
(e.g., level of residual aggregates), and the fibrillation conditions
(e.g., pH, temperature, mechanical force). It can be concluded that
the N-terminal part of Aβ40 peptides can adopt distinct conforma-
tions and thereby also contribute to the structural diversity.
New Structural Model of Aβ40 Fibrils Derived from SSNMR

Data. It has been demonstrated that structural models of Aβ
assemblies can be reasonably built based on a few pieces of key
structural information.5,7,14,18,19 In the present work, we capita-
lize on the fact that all the secondary structural elements (β1, β2,
and βN) have been well identified by chemical shift analysis. This,
together with the parallel packing mode revealed by SSNMR
data, permits a quick building of the β1- and, separately, β2-
sheets by duplicating the β-strands along the fibril axis using
conserved interstrand distance (4.7 Å). The use of β1- and β2-
sheets as the two input “molecules” for the HADDOCK pro-
gram, rather than the individual β1- and β2-strands, dramatically
reduces the uncertainty of the calculations by exploiting the
efficiency of the surface-recognition algorithm of the program
HADDOCK at its best. β-Sheets composed of an arbitrary
number of strands can be employed. In practice, six strands for
each of the β1- and β2-sheets was found more than sufficient.
A plausible and unique structural model of the Aβ protofila-

ment can therefore be built, both efficiently and with a certain
degree of redundancy, through the docking of one β1-sheet and
one β2-sheet, guided by the nine unambiguous intramolecular
long-range restraints per monomer obtained at relatively short
mixing times (e400 ms for DARR/PDSD), listed in boldface in
Table S2. With these nine restraints per monomer, the HAD-
DOCK program is already able to converge to a single cluster of
200 structures (see Table S4 for details). Addition of all the other
observed intramolecular contacts (unbolded in Table S2), which
were not used in the structural calculations because they were
either ambiguous or only observed at longer mixing times
compared to other restraints, confirmed the structural model
and introduced only negligible violations.
In the following step, HADDOCK was used to dock together

the two β2-sheets within two protofilament models using all
the intermolecular restraints listed in Table S3. Also in these

calculations, a single cluster of 200 structures was obtained (see
Table S4 for details). The restraint violations from the HAD-
DOCK calculations are rather low (Table S4), indicating full
consistency among these experimental restraints. In summary,
the unambiguous long-range restraints found in this work, both
intra- and intermolecular, allow the HADDOCK program to
pack the β1�β2 and the β2�β2 zippers in an unambiguous
mode. The final model (Figure 5) unambiguously fits all the
structural information obtained in this work.
The thickness of the fibrils in the present structural model

along the β1�β2�β2�β1 direction (zipper direction40) is
about 4 nm, which is within the estimated width (3�5 nm) of
the single filaments in the bundles observed by the present EM
imaging, therefore indicating that our structural model is com-
patible with the EM results.

’DISCUSSION

High-resolution SSNMR studies on fully [13C,15N]-enriched
Aβ fibrils have been hampered for a long time by the broadening

Figure 5. A new structural model of Aβ40 fibrils. (a) View along the fibril
axis illustrating the secondary structure and inter-β-strand packing (β1-
turn-β2 motif and dimeric interface). Plausible orientations of the βN
strands, which are illustrated as semitransparent parts, are also shown. (b)
Side view showing the parallel in-register organization of the molecules
along the fibril axis. The N-terminal parts are not shown for clarity.
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and the multiplication of signals. The sample preparation proto-
col adopted in this work minimizes the amount of aggregates in
the starting material for fibrillation and has been used to produce
highly reproducible kinetic data on Aβ aggregation.53,54 The
intensive shaking used here could be a different way to achieve
the increase in conformational homogeneity of amyloid fibrils,
which was previously obtained by a reseeding process.19 The
improved quality of the samples yields high-resolution SSNMR
spectra of fully labeled Aβ fibrils and permits a comprehensive
structural study using only uniformly labeled samples. The
secondary structures of the Aβ40 peptide in this fibrillar form
can be analyzed in detail thanks to the availability of the full
assignment.

From the new structural model of mature Aβ40 fibrils
(Figure 5), novel features appear. First, the structure of the
inter-protofilament interface within the β2�β2 dimeric archi-
tecture could be correlated with the structure of the β1-turn-β2
motif by sharing the β2-strand. Former studies showed that the
mutations G33L and G37L lead to failure in forming amyloidal
fibrils,81,87 indicating that they are even able to compromise the
structural integrity of the protofilaments. Since they are both
located on the outer face of the U-shaped motif, they can only
introduce atomic hindrance if a β2�β2 interaction is present. This
matches the present finding that, in Aβ40 fibrils, the β1-turn-β2
folding and the inter-protofilament pairing could be linked. Indeed,
the coupling between folding and intermolecular interactions has
been observed in many systems involving intrinsically disordered
proteins and particularly in the cases where weak hydrophobic
interactions dominate the intermolecular recognition.88 Elaborated
mechanisms networking various folding events could exist for
guiding the Aβ fibrillation and even for maintaining the structural
integrity of mature fibrils.

Second, the structured N-terminal region in fibrils could be
functionally important. Several MD calculations suggest that
folded Aβ40 N-terminal regions could already exist in monomers
and even be involved in the initial intermolecular interactions in
oligomers that are precursors of mature fibrils.15,89 Moreover,
antibodies targeting the N-terminal region are able to block the
formation of Aβ40 amyloids.90 These findings suggest that the
N-terminal folding may also contribute to the formation and/or
the maturation of Aβ40 fibrils. Even more interestingly, several
AD-causing mutations are located in the N-terminal segment of
Aβ.91,92 These mutations accelerate the fibrillation in vitro
although they are not in the U-shaped motif which forms the
densely packed core of Aβ fibrils. In particular, the A2V and D7N
mutations, which are close to the beginning or the end of the βN-
stretch, increase the β-propensity, thus suggesting that they may
exert pathological effects by primarily enhancing the local folding.
Distinct folding states of the N-terminal region were also found in
Sc4 and Sc37 amyloids—the two yeast prion strains of Sup35—
and are linked to the amyloid stability and functions.93 The
N-terminal region in Aβ40 may also be one important factor for
the fibril stability and even for its toxicity. It would be interesting to
extend the current structural findings on the N-terminal region to
other Aβ peptides including the WT construct.

Third, the present results together with other proposed
models18,19,44 underline that the structural diversity of Aβ40
fibrils occurs on distinct structural elements and involves various
residue sites. It was found that the structural polymorphism of
Aβ40 fibrils mainly takes place at the supramolecular level.19 Our
work suggests that polymorphism can already originate at the level
of the N-terminal conformation, of the zipper of β1-turn-β2motif,

and of the inter-protofilament interface. Moreover, both the
structure (folding of the N-terminal region, topology of the
β1-turn-β2 motif and the structure of inter-protofilament inter-
face) and the morphology (striated bundles) of the present
fibrils are different from those previously characterized by both
SSNMR and EM.18,19,44 It appears that the structural differences
of Aβ40 fibrils at the residue/atomic level revealed by high-
resolution SSNMR studies (as shown in Figure 4) are somehow
correlated with morphological variations at the mesoscopic level
demonstrated by EM images. Indeed it is reasonable to speculate
that the folding of the monomer and the supramolecular packing
(within and between protofilaments) are linked or even define
the morphology of amyloid fibrils through the structural duplica-
tion/propagation along the fibril axis similar to the growth of 1D
nanomaterials. Our structural model is also different from
recently proposed models based on cryo-EM measurements,21

further showing the high degree of complexity in the structural
polymorphisms of Aβ fibrils.

In summary, the present results show that site-specific as well
as high-order structural information on Aβ fibrils can be obtained
using only uniformly [13C,15N]-labeled samples. This permits a
structural study of both the monomer folding and the supramo-
lecular packing at high resolution. With SSNMR-data-derived
knowledge on secondary structure and registry mode of the
molecules within the protofilament, a structural model of amy-
loid fibrils can be reliably obtained through docking β-spines
using experimental restraints. This work leads to the structural
identification of a new type of mature Aβ40 fibrils and provides
valuable information toward the understanding of amyloid
polymorphism at atomic resolution.
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